Geological Surveys Database

Discover studies and reports from the state geological surveys and factsheets from the U.S. Geological Survey that pertain to the application of geoscience to societal issues.

Access the Geological Surveys database: https://statesurveys.americangeosciences.org

Perform a Quick Search using the search box below to find the 10 most relevant publications for your search.

Enter your search terms
Oil and its geology
1918, Arizona Geological Survey

Manganese
1918, Arizona Geological Survey

The Iron River iron-bearing district of Michigan
1910, Michigan Geological Survey

Mineral resources of Michigan with statistical tables of production and value of mineral products for 1910 and prior years
1912, Michigan Geological Survey

Mineral resources of Michigan with statistical tables of production and value of mineral products for 1912 and prior years
1913, Michigan Geological Survey

The iron ore reserves of Michigan
1914, Michigan Geological Survey
coordinates, browsing of publications, faceted searching, and more.
Record display views include robust metadata that is based on a combination of GeoRef metadata that is supplemented with
additional metadata from the state geological surveys and U.S. Geological Survey, links to state geological survey websites,
suggestions for similar items, and a map display of associate geographic metadata coordinates.
The Geological Surveys Database also provides a wide array of user features including the ability to export citations, create user
accounts to save queries, citations and create curated lists, add comments and custom tags to records in the database, and more.
The Geological Surveys Database is a collaborative effort between the American Geosciences Institute and U.S. state geological
surveys to help increase the discoverability and use of geological survey publications by decision makers as they address issues at
the intersection of the geosciences and society.